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1: MonogramsPlus-Snoopys Senior Hockey Tournament embroidery designs
Snoopy's Senior World Hockey Tournament is a week-long celebration of sportsmanship, camaraderie and seriously
competitive hockey. The Tournament has been cancelled. This summer Snoopy's Home Ice will be replacing our rink
floor, and all associated piping underneath the ice.

Seventy teams from across the US and Canada will play games at the unique, chalet-style Redwood Empire
Ice Arena over the ten days. More than 1, ice hockey players, aged , will compete. Schulz, a passionate
life-long ice hockey player, played hockey regularly at the arena, and actively participated in the tournament
annually himself until the year before he died in , at age The tournament is a non-checking tournament.
Contact between players is meant to be incidental, not intentional or with malice. He played on his team, the
Diamond Icers, until the year before his death. Roland Thibault coached the Diamond Icers but was too young
to play with the team. Today he captains a team at the tournament. In fact, he will turn 97 the week following
the tournament. Some interesting Senior World Hockey Tournament facts: Two women are playing in the
tournament Each team brings players and a coach or manager. Each team plays 3 games over 5 days, with a
day of rest between each game. Each game lasts 75 minutes. Games start 6 a. A total games are played. Terry
Harper, 77, grew up in Canada playing hockey on frozen ponds. Harper went on to play professionally from to
, winning five Stanley Cups while playing for the Montreal Canadiens. When he retired he went into the
business world for a change. I remembered the fun of hockey. Neighboring businesses are struggling as their
customer base has had to relocate. Check out this list of things to do in and around Santa Rosa handpicked by
our local experts. Santa Rosa is one such place â€” the happening hub for all there is to see, do, eat, drink,
hike, bike, and explore in Sonoma County.
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2: RARE Vintage Snoopys Senior Hockey Tournament Jacket Schultz NHL Sz Large | eBay
To view the game schedule click ' Game Schedule ' above. This is a Calendar icon on mobile devices. Use the calendar
of the top of the Game Schedule page to change days.

Schulz The news that a nearby resident was sporting a Snoopy tie galvanized us into action. He had received it
from Charles M. With the tournament passing its 10th anniversary, we asked Mr. Schulz if he would share
some reflections on the subject. Herewith his kind reply. That summer I saw my first professional baseball
game, and that winter I saw the St. The hockey we played as kids in our neighborhood was on either a
ridiculously small rink that my dad made for us in our backyard or else out in the snow-covered street. The
goals were always two clumps of snow, which worked quite well until an inconsiderate woman driver crushed
them as we all stood to the side yelling raucous remarks. Our house had a typical Minnesota basement, and
beneath the stairs there was an area that was just wide enough to simulate a hockey goal. I had a very
accommodating year-old grandmother who was willing to stand in the goal with a broom while I shot tennis
balls at her. She really knew nothing about sports, but loved to follow the accomplishments of local teams.
Her favorite heroine, of course, was Patty Berg, even though she never understood golf scoring. Many years
later, my own family and I made our big move to northern California. For a long time, our only regret with
this move was that we could no longer keep up our ice skating. Rumor had it that across town there was an
arena , which we finally visited one night and eventually renewed our skating. Just as our two boys began to
develop a few hockey skills, and our two youngest girls discovered the excitement of show skating, the arena
developed structural difficulties and had to close. We have our serious skaters, of course, and we put on the
most extravagant and beautiful ice shows that you can see anyplace. I recall this past summer, standing by the
rail with a man who formerly played in Czechoslovakia. We host an outdoor barbecue, and on Saturday night,
before the Sunday finals, we have entertainment for the men and their wives, which includes a dance. The
actual play during the tournament is typical of senior hockey, which means no body-checking or slap shots.
Actually, we sometimes feel this produces a better brand of hockey, for the emphasis then turns toward fast
skating and good passing plays. Our more fanatic spectators appreciate being able to see many of the former
National Hockey League stars who have now entered senior life but still put on marvelous exhibitions of their
talent. Strange things do happen, of course. My team - and I use the expression humbly - was suiting up a
couple of years ago when we heard that the goalie, who was in action in the game in progress, had just hurt his
leg. His team had no substitute, but the goalie whose team we were preparing to play was suited up and ready
to go. He went in as the substitute, but found himself in a much faster game than the one he was prepared for.
His team was composed of men over 60, and he now found himself in a tie game of men in their 40s. He put
on a superb performance, however, and shut out the opponents for the remainder of the third period and then
the five-minute overtime. His new teammates pounded him on the back and congratulated him for his heroic
goaltending. The next game he started against our team, which then went out and scored nine goals against
him. It takes the work of 50 to dedicated volunteers to put on our tournament, but I believe the joy that we get
seeing the excitement of these games makes it worthwhile, and I have said many times that these seniors
deserve something in return for what they have put in toward youth hockey. Almost all of these men work as
coaches or referees at arenas where they come from, and this helps to repay them for their dedication. It is
time now, of course, to begin planning for our 11th tournament, and I imagine we will have at least 40 teams.
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3: Ice hockey in popular culture - Wikipedia
Snoopy's Senior World Hockey Tournament (commonly known as the "Snoopy Tournament") is a major amateur senior
ice hockey tournament held every summer at Redwood Empire Ice Arena in Santa Rosa, California.

The Tournament was founded by Peanuts creator Charles Schultz in and brings together hockey players
between the ages of Between them is the original DU National Championship banner. The Pioneers won two
games, but lost a heartbreaker to the University of Michigan Alums in overtime Schulz himself played in this
tournament as a member of the Diamond Icers. Over the years, the tournament has drawn participants from not
only across North America, but also from around the world as well. This year, the tournament featured a team
from Austria. In past years, countries such as Australia, Finland, Japan, Norway and Switzerland have all been
represented at the tournament. The tournament is comprised of teams ranging in age from with a few
exceptions. The teams are placed in age divisions 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, and plus named after the various
"Peanuts" characters. Each division is made up of four teams. If there is more than one division in a particular
age group then they are classified according to playing level, with "A" being the highest level. This year, the
tournament featured 52 teams playing in 13 divisions. In their inaugural appearance, they finished third in
what was then known as Division I. Like their elder Denver counterparts who played in the "Marcie" Division,
the Centennial Stars also captured silver in their age division. The driving force behind the Denver Pioneers
team is Don "Cammy" Cameron, who has played with the Denver team for over two decades. Bob Peers,
another longtime Denver player, has also been instrumental in the recruiting aspects for the team. But as he
explains, the process is long and sometimes frustrating. I thought that maybe I could do something with the
alumni at DU that were in that age category and put a team together. We had 12 guys in that group and maybe
about five or six guys were DU alumni. Ultimately, we want to raise money for the DU hockey program. It
allows us to give back to the program. What I would like to see us do is to somewhat emulate what Michigan
has been able to do. We feel that we have the same thing. Our camaraderie takes a backseat to no one. Some
have even played in previous Snoopy Tournaments with other teams. Newest addition Bob McDowell is one
such example. McDowell, who is from Calgary, joined the DU team about a week before the tournament
started. One of the more intriguing team recruiting accounts is the one behind how former adversary Bill
Goodacre came to join the Pioneers. There are opponents and then there are the Colorado College Tigers. As
any DU fan is well aware of, no team is loathed more than their archrivals from down I In fact, his tenure with
the team goes back to the Centennial Stars days. What may further surprise both DU and CC fans alike is the
fact that Goodacre is an ardent supporter of both programs. Being given the opportunity to be a part of the DU
hockey family during the weeklong tournament offered glimpses into what makes the Denver Pioneers so
unique. The many fascinating and sometimes hilarious stories and recollections that were shared made it all
the more incredible. One of the funniest stories had to do with former Spartan Bob Brawley. The following
morning, Brawley went out and won the golf game. Then there was Wayne Smith, who could always be
counted on to lighten and liven up any gathering. While there were many light-hearted moments throughout
the week, there was also a few that made you take pause. The most moving moment was listening to Cliff
Koroll when he spoke about his best friend and teammate, Keith Magnuson. As Koroll lovingly spoke of
Maggy, his face lit up while at the same time it seemed to mask a very personal sadness. We were closer than
brothers. It was a chance to renew friendships," said Blake Emery. The ones who were there made the
tournament even more enjoyable for everyone. Since becoming the Pioneers, DU has beaten the Wolverines
only one once in , so revenge was very much on the minds of the Pioneers. Sitting in the stands across the ice,
and not to be outdone was the DU cheering section. A slightly smaller but no less raucous group proudly clad
in crimson and gold jerseys and waving matching pom-poms with the original National Championship banner
draped on the wall behind them for all to see. Both cheering sections had no shortage of enthusiasm or energy.
And insults directed at the other team were abundant throughout the game. The scene on the ice was as electric
as it was off of it. This was the game that both teams wanted equally to win and it showed. There was a lot of
end-to-end action, great goaltending, many goals scored and of course, some bad blood. In terms of the
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tournament itself, it was truly one of the best and most exciting matches. It also drew one of the largest crowds
for a game that did not involve a locally based team. It is often said that experience is the best teacher. But
when the lessons taught are as unforgettable as the process of learning them, it makes the experience that
much more special. The time spent with this group of remarkable men, along with their wives and girlfriends,
was about far more than just getting a DU hockey history lesson. It was about having a better understanding of
and appreciation for what it means to be alive and to be a Denver Pioneer. Perhaps Ron Grahame summed it
up best in the simplest yet most eloquent term â€” "Pioneer Pride". Special thanks to Lisa Monhoff and the
Charles M. Schulz Museum and Research Center for their cooperation in the gathering of historical
tournament information for this article. A very special thank you to Bob Peers for his invaluable insights and
assistance that helped make this article possible.
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4: LetsGoDU: Snoopy Senior World Hockey Tournament - Part 4
Snoopy's 43rd Annual Senior World Hockey Tournament will take place July , , at Snoopy's Home Ice, in Santa Rosa,
California. Seventy teams from across the US and Canada will play games at the unique, chalet-style Redwood Empire
Ice Arena over the ten days.

Films[ edit ] A number of notable Hollywood films have been made about hockey. One of the earliest
commercial films that featured the sport prominently was the Canadian production Face-Off , starring Art
Hindle. Many other films are less hockey-oriented but nonetheless prominently involve the sport. Ice Angel
involves a male ice hockey player who dies and comes back to life in the body of a female figure skater. In the
movie The Town , bank robber Doug MacRay played by Ben Affleck is a former draft pick of the Boston
Bruins whose hockey career derails because of his propensity to get into fights with his teammates. Upon
watching Bruins great Bobby Orr , he states "Can you imagine being a kid like that? What is he, 24 or
something? Greatest hockey player in the world. Number four â€” Bobby Orr. In Quebec, the movie Les Boys
is a cult classic for many hockey fans, enough to spawn three sequels. His first movie, Clerks , featured a
street hockey game played on the roof of a store, however many of the players in the game wore ice hockey
jerseys, including jerseys of the New Jersey Devils , Pittsburgh Penguins and the Soviet Union. Mallrats
shows the character Brodie Jason Lee playing an ice hockey game on the Sega Genesis game console. Dogma
did not feature ice hockey but included three street hockey playing teenagers as henchmen for a demon.
Dwayne Johnson starred in a film, The Tooth Fairy , where he played an ice hockey player forced to
moonlight as a tooth fairy. The film Goon starred Seann William Scott as a bouncer from Boston who
becomes an enforcer in a Canadian hockey league. United States[ edit ] Hockey also frequently shows up in
American television, particularly in shows set in the colder regions of the US, such as the Northeast. LeBec
later was cut from the team and joined a traveling ice show; the character was eventually killed off. Her
Rangers pennant famously hung over her desk at the front of the squad room. Many episodes of Home
Improvement included references to the Detroit Red Wings and in one episode, Tim and his neighbour Wilson
are at a game when Wilson wins the door prize. Lisa is eventually forced to become a goaltender on an
opposing teamâ€”the Kwik-E-Mart Gougers, coached by Apu â€”to avoid a failing grade in gym , and she
blossoms from a nervous wreck to an intimidating star. Eventually, the two teams play each other. Towards
the end of the game, Bart is awarded a penalty shot, but before he shoots, he thinks of all his memories with
Lisa. Lisa does this as well, and the two embrace each other. The episode finishes with the two teams tying
each other and furious fans destroying the hockey arena. Then Avalanche team is replaced on their suggestion
by 2- and 3-year-old kids due to "mental hell they had" kids were meant to play with other kids between
intermissions and they promised to their friend suffering leukemia that they will win for him. Kids obviously
cannot rivalize with professional hockey players and they lose and in addition all kids are getting injured due
to extremely brutal play from Red Wings including intentional skate kicks and punching. Red Wings are
celebrating win and kid with leukemia dies just because they lost match, so he lost with sickness. The Fox TV
series Bones incorporated ice-hockey into the show by guest-starring none other than Luc Robitaille himself.
Angela asks Tony what the red circle on the ice is for, and Tony indicates that it is blood humorously
furthering the stereotype of hockey violence. In Scrubs , Dr. Cox frequently wears a Detroit Red Wings jersey
while not at the hospital; this is because of John C. Joey from Full House also frequently wears Detroit Red
Wings jerseys on the show, while his room is also decorated with several pieces of Detroit Red Wings
decorations. In the episode Distractions , the main character is described as not wanting to think of "the Flyers
sucking", the series being set in New Jersey. Nice Guy has a scene in which House and Wilson drink in a bar,
with a hockey game on TV in the background. In Painless both the patient and his son are hockey players. At
the beginning of the episode Unfaithful a homeless man is offered a New York Rangers sweatshirt to which he
jokingly responds "Are you crazy? The cold opener of the season 8 episode Perils of Paranoia features an
attorney knocking down an alibi by demonstrating that the defendant read about a New Jersey Devils game in
the paper rather than watching it on TV. The same season has the episode Transplant in which House and Chi
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Park visit the room of a deceased patient, filled with Devils memorabilia. The patient of the episode Gut
Check is a minor league hockey Enforcer. In one episode, Robin goes on a date with Brad at a
Canucks-Rangers game. Actor Richard Dean Anderson has incorporated his personal love of hockey into two
of his lead characters: A to become a pop band. On one episode of Star Trek: He also had a hockey Holodeck
program. The Benders on International Film Channel. The original series was filmed in both French and
English, while subsequent series and movies have just been in French. Long running Canadian comedy series,
The Red Green Show, incorporated a hockey reference on each program as Red Green would end each show
by saying: In the Peanuts comic strip, the gang would play ice hockey during the winter months, usually on
outdoor ponds. Snoopy would occasionally join his human friends on the ice once drawing a two-minute
penalty for kissing Lucy on the nose during the face-off. In one strip, Linus challenges Snoopy: Linus walks
away, convinced. In later years, Snoopy would play ice hockey with his bird pal Woodstock and his bird
friends, using a frozen birdbath as the skating rink. Youth hockey is celebrated in cartoons and comic strips
such as Small Saves. Canadian comic book artist Jeff Lemire created the series Essex County, set in his
hometown. The series frequently makes reference to ice hockey and features several characters who play the
game. Two major manga series have been published with ice hockey as their central focus: The webcomic
called "The Downward Spirals" stars a team of anonymous hockey-playing opossums as they compete in the
Meadow Hockey League. The webcomic called "Check Please! Warren Zevon is known for a hockey song
called "Hit Somebody! Instrumental-only songs that have become associated with ice hockey include "Nutty"
by The Ventures , itself likely based on the B. The name of the Boston hardcore band Slapshot is an ice
hockey reference, and they have taken this concept further with the album titles Sudden Death Overtime and
Greatest Hits, Slashes and Crosschecks. The song "Dear Coaches Corner" on the album Supporting Caste
urges Ron MacLean to offer an alternative political perspective for young hockey fans on Hockey Night in
Canada as opposed to the militarism and patriotism encouraged by Don Cherry. The song explicitly describes
the aggressiveness and power of the game.
5: Seniors take the ice at Snoopyâ€™s Senior World Hockey Tournament
Snoopy's Senior World Hockey Tournament is a week-long celebration of sportsmanship, camaraderie and seriously
competitive hockey. July 6th - 15th, Age categories from 40+ to 75+.

6: 43rd Annual Snoopy's Senior World Hockey Tournament - Visit Santa Rosa
Snoopy's Senior World Hockey Tournament Friday July 6th to Sunday July 15th Friday July 6th Saturday July 7th.
Game # Date Time Age Home Visitor.

7: Snoopy's Senior World Hockey Tournament - www.enganchecubano.com
Clement has been participating in Snoopy's Senior World Hockey Tournament for 25 of the tournament's 40 years.
Clement says he loves the camaraderie, and that seeing the friend he's made feels.

8: Snoopy's Senior World Hockey Tournament - Wikipedia
snoopy's senior world hockey tournament coaches information 3 7) medical: a) a paramedic, emergency medical
technician or cpr and first aid certified employee is on.
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